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Abstract: Proper selection of a simulator for VANETs is a serious task. Due consideration has to be given to
the requirements for modeling the behaviour of networking protocols and mobility of vehicles. Both macro and
micro aspects are important for evaluation of the traffic behaviour. Macro aspects are road conditions and
infrastructure, while micro aspects constitute individual behaviour such as driving speed etc. Simulation
software tools for VANETs differ in their features and capabilities. This paper presents a comprehensive
analysis of currently available networking and traffic simulators for VANETs including interaction between the
two. In particular it compares their software features, availability of different options, graphical user interface,
ease of use, accuracy, enhancement capability etc. Different VANET simulators which are combination of the
two simulators are also compared. This paper will help potential researchers in the field of VANETs in the
selection of simulation software tools. 
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INTRODUCTION There are several licensed and open source

Wireless and mobile networks have greatly two types of simulators namely traffic and networking
transformed our lives over the past twenty years. From simulators. Networking simulators are used to implement
Bluetooth and wireless LANs to satellite networks, network protocols. Mobility or traffic simulators are
wireless networks have benefited people around the deployed to simulate road behavior of vehicles. These
world. We are experiencing a very speedy evolution of simulators can work independently, but to model real
Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) as part of future VANET scenarios a unified approach including both is
Intelligent  Transport  Systems  (ITS).  This  will  enable needed for simulations. The other class of simulators is
safety and timely availability of information for drivers. VANET simulators they provide both mobility/traffic and
The IEEE draft for standard 802.11p provides details about network simulation in a unified model. These simulators
the modes of communication among vehicles. Deployment differ in their design, features and working [1]. 
and testing of VANETs is a costly and time consuming
task. VANET Simulators facilitate us to perform real-world Overview of VANET Software Simulators
activities under varying conditions without incurring high Networking Simulators: Networking simulators allow
cost and time. Researchers around the world have evaluation and study of protocols and applications under
developed various simulation software tools to model different conditions. Compared to the time and cost
road behaviour of vehicles. VANET simulation is involved in setting up real hardware they permit users to
fundamentally different from MANETs (Mobile Ad hoc test and deploy new protocols in a controlled way. There
Networks) because vehicular traffic is characterized by are many networking simulators currently available. Some
constrained road topology, highly varying speed and of them are open source while others are commercial. The
direction of vehicles, multipath fading, changing most popular open source ones are ns-2 [2], GloMoSim
networking topology, traffic congestion, traffic lights, [3], OMNet++ [4], JiST/SWANS [5]. Important commercial
drivers’ behaviour etc. ones are OPNET [6] and QualNet [7]. 

simulators for VANETs. VANET simulation comprises of
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Among these ns-2 has been the most popular one in OMNeT++ are characterized by a hierarchy of reusable
and is widely used by the research community. It is a modules. Modules relationships and communication links
discrete event simulator developed by VINT project group are stored in Network Description (NED) files and can be
at the University of California at Berkeley. Simulation modeled graphically. Simulations can be executed
models are written in Tool Command Language (TCL), interactively in a graphical environment or as command-
simulation kernel and various networking components are line applications. Currently OMNet++ has two major
written in C++. These components are accessible from network simulation model frameworks: the mobility
TCL. Networking topology and statistics are recorded in framework [4] and INET framework [4]. The mobility
TCL script files. NS-2 has been extended by different framework developed at TU Berlin enables environment
researchers at different places over a period of time. It was for creating wireless and mobile networks within
extended to include node mobility, realistic physical layer OMNet++. It provides detailed radio and MAC models
with a radio propagation model and distributed including IEEE 802.11a but does not have IEEE 802.11p
coordination function by Monarch research group at VANET standard. The INET framework designed at the
Carnegie Mellon University [8]. Even with these University of Karlsruhe provides a set of OMNeT++
extensions it had some serious shortcomings in the modules that represent different layers of the Internet
modeling of IEEE 802.11 MAC and PHY layer modules. In protocol stack. The INET framework needs to be modified
[9] authors presented an overhauled model for these two if external mobility files are used. This is not the case with
modules. The key enhancements are cumulative signal to ns-2 and Glomosim. 
interference plus noise ratio (SINR) computation, JiST/SWANS is a discrete event simulation engine
preamble and physical layer convergence procedure built on top of standard JAVA virtual machine. JiST
(PLCP) header processing and capture. The MAC now converts virtual machine into simulation platform by
comprises of IEEE 802.11 carrier sense multiple access embedding simulation time semantics at the byte-code
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism. The level. SWANS is built on top of JiST It capabilities are
IEEE 802.11p for VANETs is not present in ns-2.34 version similar to ns-2 and Glomosim but it can simulate much
of ns-2. We have extended ns-2.34 to include IEEE larger networks using the same amount of memory.
802.11p. NS-2 has evolved into ns-3. Current version of QualNet is modeled as a finite state machine. It is
ns3 has been purely written in C++ with no need for Tool written in C++ and can run on all platforms. Like Glomosim
Command Language (TCL) and limits coding to few it also follows OSI layered approach. Simulations of up to
hundred lines as opposed to ns-2. NS-2 consumes 20,000 nodes can be performed with a 3D visualization
memory to simulate large number of nodes as compared to tool. Table 1 shows a comparison of these networking
ns-3. simulators.

GloMosim is an open source software developed by
researchers at the University of California, LA. It has been Traffic Simulators: Traffic simulators generate realistic
designed using the parallel discrete event simulator traffic traces for use as input to a network simulator. The
capability provided by Parsec [10]. It follows OSI seven conventional mobility models like random waypoint model
Layer modular approach and supports different protocols (RWP) used in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) cannot
at each layer. Standard APIs are used between different be used in VANETs because vehicles in VANETs move
simulation layers. It supports parallelism enabling along defined roads with high speeds without random
simulation of hundreds of nodes with low overheads on movement. Traffic simulators generate traces containing
memory and processing speeds. It comes with additional node locations and timing details. Examples of widely
features such as cumulative SNR, two-ray and free space used open source traffic simulators are VanetMobiSim
radio models, Random Way Point mobility model. Its GUI [11], SUMO [12], MOVE [13], STRAW [14] and CityMob
is written in JAVA. It does not support IEEE 802.11p but [15]. Commercial one is PARAMICS [16]. 
it can be added to it by programming in C. GloMosim VanetMobiSim is a JAVA based extension of the
version 2 was released in 2000, after that PARSEC CANU Mobility Simulation Environment (CanuMobiSim)
stopped working on this and released a commercial [17] which captures realistic vehicular motion both at the
version of this called QualNet [7]. microscopic and macroscopic levels. Macroscopic level

OMNet++ is an open source, C++ based discrete covers all aspects which deal with vehicular traffic such
event simulator. It can be used for simulation of as road topology speed limits according to roads, number
communication networks and parallel systems. Scenarios of  lanes, traffic signs/lights, overtaking and safety rules.
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Table 1: Comparison of networking simulators
Ns-2 GlomoSim OMNeT++ JiST/SWANS QualNet

VANET
 IEEE 802.11p built by us × × × ×
Software
Portability
Open source ×
GUI
Continuous development Ns-3 ×
Parallel Processing ×
Ease of use Moderate easy moderate hard moderate
Examples
Ease of setup Easy Easy moderate hard moderate
Scalability poor high high high high
Programming Language C++ C C++ Java C++

Table 2: Comparison of Traffic simulators
VanetMobiSim SUMO MOVE STRAW CityMob PARAMICS

Portability
Open source ×
GUI
Continuous development × × ×
Ease of use easy moderate moderate moderate easy moderate
Examples × ×
Ease of setup easy moderate easy moderate easy easy
Mobility
Microscopic Traffic Model
Lane change
Real Maps
User Defined Maps × ×
Traces Support
Ns2 × ×
GlomoSim × × × ×
OMNet++ - ×
QualNet × × × -
SWANS × × × × ×
Import other formats × ×

Microscopic mobility models are concerned with drivers’ opportunity to create realistic simulation scenarios
behavior. At the microscopic level it uses mobility models without the need of writing simulation scripts and
of Intelligent Driving Model with Intersection knowledge of about the internal details of SUMO. MOVE
Management (IDM/IM), Intelligent Driving Model with adds TIGER [19] map parsing and trace generation
Lane Changing (IDM/LC) and an overtaking model abilities to SUMO. It consists of a Map editor and Vehicle
(MOBIL) which works with IDM/IM to manage lane Movement editor.
changes and vehicle acceleration and deceleration. The STRAW (Street Random Waypoint) is based on
mobility traces generated by VanetMobiSim can be used SWANS. STRAW is able to parse TIGER files and also
by networking simulators; ns-2, GloMoSim  and  QualNet. implements complex interaction or micro management

SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) is implemented using traffic lights and signs, but its dependence on
in C++. It can handle large road networks. It also simulates SWANS prevents its wide usage.
micro and macroscopic mobility models. It can import and CityMob is ns-2 compatible mobility simulator. It has
edit street maps from OpenStreetMap [18] data base. three mobility models (1) Simple Model (2) Manhattan
Recent version of SUMO can provide mobility traces to Model (3) Downtown Model with multiple lanes in both
ns3 on real-time basis i.e., ns-3 can use the traces from directions for every street.
SUMO as they are generated. PARAMICS is an efficient traffic simulator. Plug-ins

MOVE (Mobility model generator for Vehicular for microscopic and macroscopic models can be added
networks) is a JAVA based mobility generator built on top Table 2 shows a comparison of some widely used traffic
of SUMO with a GUI. MOVE GUI provides user an simulators.
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Fig. 1: Performance comparison of ns-3, OMNet++ and NCTUns.

Table 3: Comparison of VANET simulators

NCTUns TraNS GrooveNet

VANET

 IEEE 802.11p

Traffic generator NCTUns SUMO GrooveNet

Software

Open source Ver 7 is not

GUI

Continuous development

Ease of use Easy moderate hard

Examples

Ease of setup hard moderate moderate

Programming Language C++ java C++

VANET Simulators: The VANET simulators are
integrated frameworks of networking and traffic
simulators. NCTUns (National Chiao University Network
Simulator) [20] has IEEE 802.11p module built in it. It has
been written in C++. NCTUns couples traffic and
networking simulator in a single module to provide a
unified VANET environment. The powerful GUI facilitates
deployment of vehicles, protocol modules and paths.
Graphs and animation results can also be obtained. It can
support parallel simulation on multiple machines.

TraNS (Traffic and Network Simulation Environment)
[21] provide a simulation environment that unifies both a
traffic generator and network simulations. It is written in
JAVA. Present implementation integrates SUMO and ns-
2. It’s open source software that supports IEEE 802.11p
standard, automatic generation of road maps from TIGER
data base and vehicle routes. It can simulate large and
complex networks.

GrooveNet [22] is a modular simulator which enables
communication between simulated and real vehicles.
Models can be added without any conflicts with the

existing ones. It supports vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-
to-Infrastructure communications. Table 3 shows a
comparison of some popular VANET simulators.

Figure  1  shows  a  comparison  of  performance  of
an  example  implemented in ns-3,  OMNet++  and
NCTUns. A  group  of  25  vehicles  is  considered  for
this simulation. A moving vehicle generates one packet
every  second  and  broadcasts  it  to  its  neighbors. The
receiving  vehicles  forward  unseen messages after a
delay of one second, thus flooding the entire network.
OMnet++ is slow because it uses traffic simulators like
VanetMobiSim or SUMO to generate traffic trace files.
The loading of trace files and their execution is time
consuming and thus slows down the process of
simulation. This is not the case with ns-3 and NCTUns
which use their own mobility models and no external
traffic trace files.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a comprehensive analysis
of networking, traffic and VANET simulators. This can
serve as a quick reference for researchers who want to do
research on VANETs which is a fast emerging area of
research. All the networking simulators demonstrate good
software features but some of them lack IEEE 802.11p
standard.

All traffic simulators have reasonable software and
mobility features, but VanetMobiSim provides more
extensive trace support. PARAMICS is also an efficient
simulator but it is not open source.

Finally the paper discusses VANET simulators.
NCTUns and GrooveNet have their own traffic generators
as opposed to TraNS which uses SUMO for traffic input.
GrooveNet has the capability of supporting
communication   between   simulated  and   real   vehicles.
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All the three VANET simulators are open source but they 10. UCLA   Parallel   Computing   laboratory,   2008.
still need further refinements before they can be widely Parsec: Parallel Simulation Environment for Complex
used by the VANET research community. Systems, Available at: http://pcl.cs.ucla.edu./
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